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Privatising Border Control 2022-11-22

in recent years many breaches of immigration law have been criminalised foreign
nationals are now routinely identified in court and in prison as subjects for
deportation police at the border and within the territory refer foreign suspects to
immigration authorities for expulsion within the immigration system new institutions
and practices rely on criminal justice logic and methods in these examples it is not
the state that controls the national border instead it is often privately contracted
companies this collection of essays explores the growing use of the private sector
and private actors in border control and its implications for our understanding of
state sovereignty and citizenship privatising border control is an important
empirical and theoretical contribution to the growing interdisciplinary body of
scholarship on border control it also contributes to the academic inquiry into the
growing privatisation of policing and punishment these domains once regarded as
central to the state s police power and its monopoly on violence are increasingly
outsourced to private providers with contributions from scholars across a range of
jurisdictions and disciplines including criminology law and political science
privatising border control provides a novel and comparative account of contemporary
border control policy and practice this is a must read for academics practitioners
and policymakers interested in immigration law and the growing use of the private
sector and private actors in border control

Preparing Early Childhood Teachers for Managing
Emergencies 2022-04-08

the covid 19 pandemic has revealed the reality of life in all aspects of human
endeavors the education sector was not spared the school system was uprooted and
procedures had to be made quickly for the safety of students and faculty as a result
educators struggled with keeping students engaged academically during online learning
and the stress of a health crisis on society preparing early childhood teachers for
managing emergencies explores international and cross cultural perspectives on
teacher effectiveness in handling education and learning in emergency periods as well
as preparedness for post covid 19 experiences this book identifies shares and
explores the predominant theoretical and conceptual understandings of teacher
preparedness toward emergencies and the aftermath covering topics such as first aid
measures teacher effectiveness and technology usage this book is an essential
resource for global k 12 educators pre service teachers k 12 administrators
policymakers researchers and academicians

Blue Economy and Ocean Sustainable Development in a
Globalised World: Social, Political, Economic and
Environmental Issues 2023-12-05

in the last decade the concept of a blue economy has ignited a deep theoretical
debate ranging from the integration of the triple bottom line of sustainability to
the optimization of profit from ocean exploitation the meaning of the term blue
economy differs considerably between epistemic communities and even more so among
national and regional policies there is a general sense of the opportunity to realise
enhanced social and economic benefits from the sustainable utilisation of their ocean
and coastal resources under the umbrella framework of blue economy blue economy is
gaining traction already as a significant component of national policies even in
spite of a clear conceptualization of the term many countries are now preparing
national policies towards realising their blue economy ambitions utilizing the
concept as they see fit likewise multilateral and regional organisations are
developing guidelines and providing investment in new research technologies and
financing tools that promote blue economy critical challenges abound in particular in
less privileged countries these include the gap in research capabilities governments
prioritizing social wellbeing and economic profit in contrast to environmental
protection the identification of new and emerging areas of ocean economic activity
that are both socially and ecologically sustainable and holds viable business models
that can attract private investment
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Privacy and Criminal Justice 2017-11-24

this book offers a comparison of the differences between the public and private
spheres and questions the need for law enforcement to intrude upon both beginning
with the origins of the concept of privacy before addressing more current thinking
the authors examine the notion of privacy and policing using both direct e g stop and
search methods and technological interventions e g telephone interceptions and
automatic number plate recognition cameras privacy in the space of the court looking
at what restrictions are placed on press reporting as well as considering whether the
open court ensures fair trials particular forms of offending and privacy are also
considered anonymity for sexual offence defendants for example or weighing the
terrorist s right to privacy against the safety and security of the general public a
timely discussion into the right to privacy in prison and during community sentences
is also included and marshall and thomas offer convin cing analysis on the importance
of rehabilitation giving consideration to police registers and the storage and
maintenance of criminal records by the police and their possible future use a diverse
investigation into the many facets of privacy this volume will hold broad appeal for
scholars and students of terrorism security and human rights

Migration and Media 2019-03-07

the socio discursive landscape surrounding the migration debate is characterised by a
growing sense of crisis in both personal and collective identities from this
viewpoint discourses about immigration are also always attempts at reconstructing the
threatened home identity of the respective host society it is such attempts at
reasserting identity in crisis due to migration that are the focus of the volume
migration and media discourses about identities in crisis this four part book
explores the representational strategies used to frame current migration debates as
crises of identity collective and individual it features fourteen case studies of
varying sets of data including print media texts tv broadcasts online forums
politicians speeches legal and administrative texts and oral narratives drawn from
discourses in a range of languages croatian english french german greek italian
lithuanian polish russian serbian slovenian spanish and ukrainian and it employs
different discourse analytical methods such as argumentation and metaphor analysis
gendered language studies corpus assisted semantics and pragmatics and proximization
theory such a diverse range of sources languages and approaches provides innovative
methodological and theoretical analysis on migration and identity which will be of
interest to scholars students and policy makers working in the fields of migration
studies media studies identity studies and social and public policy as of january
2023 this e book is freely available thanks to the support of libraries working with
knowledge unlatched

The Emperor’s New Road 2020-09-29

a prominent authority on china s belt and road initiative reveals the global risks
lurking within beijing s project of the century china s belt and road initiative is
the world s most ambitious and misunderstood geoeconomic vision to carry out
president xi jinping s flagship foreign policy effort china promises to spend over
one trillion dollars for new ports railways fiber optic cables power plants and other
connections the plan touches more than one hundred and thirty countries and has
expanded into the arctic cyberspace and even outer space beijing says that it is
promoting global development but washington warns that it is charting a path to
global dominance taking readers on a journey to china s projects in asia europe and
africa jonathan e hillman reveals how this grand vision is unfolding as china pushes
beyond its borders and deep into dangerous territory it is repeating the mistakes of
the great powers that came before it hillman argues if china succeeds it will remake
the world and place itself at the center of everything but xi may be overreaching all
roads do not yet lead to beijing

Sexual Crime 2023-05-01

love them or hate them executive remuneration consultants are key players in
remuneration committees pay determination processes this book concerns the
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professional standards of executive remuneration consultants and their in house
counterparts for example human resources director and head of reward in providing
remuneration committee advisory services the author is a 25 year veteran executive
remuneration consultant having worked around the world in this capacity particularly
in the financial services sector this book is based on a qualitative empirical
doctoral research exercise involving 53 participants in the uk executive pay scene
including regulators institutional shareholder bodies proxy advisors remuneration
committees chairs members executive remuneration consultants and in house executive
reward specialists the objective was to formulate conclusions that could be used to
the benefit of uk practice and contribute to the relevant academic scholarship on
executive remuneration consultants the research covered 18 aspects ranging from an
examination of the independence of such consultants to whether there might be a
specialised accreditation qualification and or licence to practise regime covering
their services it provides novel insights into this previously under researched area
of corporate governance financial regulation this book will be of interest to those
involved in the uk executive remuneration scene whether government regulators or any
of the other parties mentioned already plus academics in universities and business
schools it is hoped too that overseas remuneration regimes that have respects in
common with the uk s will find this book useful

The Professional Standards of Executive Remuneration
Consultants 2019-04-25

the 2019 edition of the oecd employment outlook presents new evidence on changes in
job stability underemployment and the share of well paid jobs and discusses the
policy implications of these changes with respect to how technology globalisation
population ageing and other megatrends are transforming the labour market in oecd
countries

OECD Employment Outlook 2019 The Future of Work
2024-01-10

this book discusses the legacy of the conference series the international conferences
of women engineers and scientists icwes which spans the second half of the twentieth
century and the beginning of the twenty first the book first discusses how at a time
when there were few women engineers and scientists a group of women organized a
conference in june 1964 in new york which attracted 486 women they presented their
scientific achievements and discussed how to attract more women in stem this effort
was carried out by volunteers continuing the icwes conferences over a period of 59
years the authors discuss the organizers the hosting societies the scientific content
the changes in issues over time and how the continuity has endured the authors also
discuss the importance of global involvement shown through past conferences in
locations such as usa uk italy poland france india ivory coast hungary japan canada
and korea the authors also outline how the efforts were aided by the development of a
not for profit canadian corporation the international conference of women in sciences
and engineering inwes which ensures the continuation of the conference series claire
deschênes and monique frize ensured that the conference database was digitalized and
is now available at the canadian archive of women in stem university of ottawa
library with the hope that researchers will continue to explore this rich database as
an important part of the women in science and engineering book series the work hopes
to inspire women and men girls and boys to study and work in stem fields this book is
important historically because it documents a unique adventure created by women in
stem through vision and leadership their efforts established modes of networking and
sharing their contributions in science technology and on gender issues

Women’s Contribution to Science and Technology through
ICWES Conferences 2019-09-05

l édition 2019 des perspectives de l emploi de l ocde présente de nouvelles données
sur les évolutions récentes enregistrées dans les domaines de la stabilité de l
emploi du sous emploi et de la part des emplois bien rémunérés et examine leurs
implications pour l action publique eu égard à la manière dont la technologie la
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mondialisation le vieillissement démographique et d autres mégatendances transforment
les marchés du travail des pays de l ocde

Perspectives de l'emploi de l'OCDE 2019 L'avenir du
travail 2023-11-20

this book is the first to connect global labor history and the history of human
rights by focusing on democratic labor oppositions in spain and poland between 1960
and 1990 it shows how workers in authoritarian regimes addressed repression and
whether they developed a language of rights in the light of a globally dynamic human
rights discourse the study argues that the democratic labor oppositions in spain and
poland were both variants of emancipatory and democracy oriented social movements
with global interconnections that emerged in the 1960s it reveals that the demands
for free and independent trade unions which in both countries became a flashpoint in
the fight for broader democratic demands was not always discussed in rights terms but
rather presented as an inevitable necessity at the same time these labor movements
and their intellectual allies morally delegitimized state repression against workers
and thereby employed the concepts of democracy participation solidarity progress and
eventually rights integrating the history of two european semi peripheric societies
into a broader narrative this book is relevant for readers interested in global labor
history human rights history and the history of democratization in europe in the late
twentieth century

Working on Rights 2007-04-20
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